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1. ForeworD
The Seafood Task Force (STF) is a unique initiative for the seafood industry.

It’s a pre-competitive collaboration tackling critical sustainability issues that cannot be 

solved by individual companies alone.

Pressed to deal with issues such as modern day slavery, our members are under great 

pressure and often overwhelmed by the desire to do the right thing.

The Seafood Task Force is building practical tools, resources and a network of like-

minded organizations across the seafood supply chain, to help solve these critical issues 

together. Much of the work has never been tackled before and is highly challenging.

What’s more, market conditions in Thailand have hindered progress in Asia and we have 

underestimated the scale of some of these challenges. This makes it more important 

than ever for us to remain focused on our core objectives and stated aims.

We’ve made steady progress in 2018 but we are asking all members to fully embrace and 

utilize the tools that have been created so far to really drive progress.

We are developing a new membership model to help clarify expectations, reward good 

actors and make the process easier for all.

2019 is going to be challenging. We must act now. We cannot allow

our pursuit of perfection get in the way of progress.

Martin Thurley - Executive Director



2. PurPose oF  
    this rePort
This report is written to provide members and key stakeholders with a reference

tool summarizing key points from the Membership Meeting in November, action 

plans and direction of travel. It also describes some of the key work conducted in 

2018 and the challenges that we have faced.

The Speed Read section provides this document’s contents at a glance.

For those less familiar with the STF, detailed background of objectives and our 

Theory of Change are covered in the previous report - Fueling The Task Force 

Engine - available to download from the resources section of the STF website.

www.seafoodtaskforce.global



Key Features anD
BeneFits oF memBershiP 
Pressed to tackle critical sustainability issues and mitigate risk in the seafood supply chain, our members are under great pressure and often overwhelmed 
by the desire to do the right thing. The Seafood Task Force is building practical tools, resources and a dedicated global network of like-minded organizations 
across the seafood supply chain to help solve these critical issues together.

3.

Value-based 
Membership Model

•	 Practical tools and 
resources tailored to the 
seafood industry

•	 Access to global 
network of like-minded 
organizations across the 
supply chain

•	 Annual meeting and 

events programme

Employer Pays 
Principle - Dedicated 
Working Group

•	 Pre-competitive forums 
to tackle complexities of 
responsible recruitment

•	 Support, training and 
tool kits for members 
directly employing foreign 
workers

•	 Driving a whitelist of 
recruitment agencies

Traceability Oversight 
from Vessel to Plate 

•	 Supply chain oversight
•	 Providing members with 

confidence to trade
•	 Making traceability  

easier

Mutual Recognition

•	 Reduction of audit 
duplication

•	 Cost and time savings for 
members

Vessel  
Oversight Models

•	 Practical and realistic
•	 Solutions designed for 

Social Compliance
•	 Supporting the buying & 

selling of seafood that is 
free from illegally  
caught fish

Government Advocacy

•	 Collaborative industry 
dialogue with 
governments to help 
make things happen

•	 Leverage of STF to drive 
positive change

•	 Working with 
governments to agree on 
mutually beneficial policy 
and reform

Data Management 
Programme

•	 Aggregated data for  
the seafood industry

•	 Robust progress reporting
•	 Measurement and 

proof of continuous 
improvement

Setting the Stage 
for Improvements 
in Overall Fisheries 
Management

•	 Streamlined approach to 
social and environmental 
supply chain management

•	 Greater efficiencies and 
longer-term cost savings 
for members



4. sPeeD reaD - rePort at a gLance

•  Tuna Supply Chain (Vessels fishing in the Western & Central Pacific and delivering fish product to Thai Ports.)
•		 In	2018,	the	STF	independently	reviewed	the	traceability	assessment	criteria	of	the	Marine	Stewardship	Council	(MSC)	and	the	

International Seafood Sustainability Foundation (ISSF ) and has formally agreed to mutually recognize 
these processes.

•  Fishmeal for Feed Supply Chain (Thai vessels fishing in Thai waters - Vessel to Feed mill.)

•		 The	STF	has	established	full	traceability	from	Vessel	to	Feed	mill	for	its	original	members	and	is	currently	
working with new members to secure the same.

•  Fishmeal for Feed Supply Chain - Farm to Plant Component

•		 In	2018,	the	STF	developed	mandatory	feed	lot	numbers	for	all	bags	of	feed	through	a	system	using	
Feed Information Forms (FIF’s).

•		 This	system	connects	shrimp	raw	material	to	feed	lots	which	are	traced	back	to	fishing	vessels.

•		 No	other	country	has	achieved	this	milestone	in	shrimp	production.

•		 In	Feb	2018,	50%	FIF	Forms	were	being	successfully	completed	by	members’	suppliers	and	the	target	
for	Q1	2019	is	95%.

•		 The	FIF	Form	system	now	has	widespread	mobilization	-	17	processors	and	feed	mills	involved,	
representing	c80%	of	shrimp	Thai	exports	and	c80%	market	share.

•		 More	than	600	trainers	in	the	field	have	been	mobilized,	representing	over	1,400	training	man-hours.

•		 Digital	capture	of	STF	traceability	documentation	is	underway	through	pilots	with	major	STF	
manufacturers and through STF working together with the Royal Thai Government.

• A new STF Membership Model is 75% 
complete. It will define membership status 
with levels based on member progress.

•  Clear accountability for different types 
of members will be defined and a reward 
structure is being considered where buyers 
will be encouraged to support good actors.

•  The ultimate goal is to provide a white list 
of good actors in the supply chain who are 
socially compliant and that STF Commercial 
Members can choose to buy from with 
confidence.

• Over the last 4 years, the market for shrimp 
has seen a dramatic shift from Thailand 
to other countries in Asia - most notably 
India. Thai Manufacturer Members are 
struggling to compete. Because they are 
buying less product, STF Feed Member 
Companies have less bargaining power. The 
fishmeal companies are selling much of their 
product to other countries not demanding 
traceability. Expansion of the STF to Vietnam 
and India is therefore important to help 
create a level playing field.

• Across Asia, there are 
challenges in tackling 
Illegal, Unreported & 
Unregulated fishing and 
securing labour rights.

Issue

Market New Member Model Traceability

Goal Situation

• Growth and momentum of the Seafood Task Force (STF) has fostered a burden of responsibility on members to execute a reform of the sector at a regional scale.

• The effort and resources required to build the models and institutionalize norms has been underestimated - particularly given current market conditions.

• Having conducted development work, the STF is focused on finalizing models in Thailand alongside stepwise expansion to support penetration across Asia - 
Vietnam and India. This will require a relentless drive from the Membership to actively participate. We are asking that members adopt the models as they are 
developed for integration into their supply chains.

• A more defined membership model is required to help support and formalize this integration process.

• Drive oversight of seafood 
supply chains across Asia. 
Thailand first. Vietnam and India 
to follow. Mitigate risk, assure 
traceability and improve social 
and environmental performance.



4. sPeeD reaD - rePort at a gLance (cont.)

•  Fishmeal for Feed Supply Chain (Thai Flagged Vessels fishing in Thai 
waters.)
•		 The	STF	has	developed	a	bespoke	vessel	oversight	model	for	social	

compliance that was finalized in November.

•		 It	consists	of	capacity	building,	2nd	&	3rd	party	assessment.

•		 An	initial	sample	of	vessels	is	currently	being	gathered	for	a	baseline.

•		 2nd	and	3rd	party	validation	is	scheduled	through	May	-	Aug	2019.

•		 Targeted	training	is	scheduled	from	Aug	-	Dec	2019,	alongside	
development of a Performance Improvement Plan for the supply 
chain. 

•  Tuna Supply Chain (Vessels fishing in the Western & Central Pacific 
and delivering fish product to Thai Ports.)
•		 A	separate	vessel	oversight	programme	tailored	to	the	tuna	supply	

chain is being developed by the STF.

•		 This	programme	will	launch	through	training	and	outreach	scheduled	
in Kaohsiung, Taiwan - Q2 - 2019.

•		 Further	outreach	will	take	place	in	China,	Korea	and	the	US	in	Q2	-	
2019 and beyond.

•		 Vessel	assessments	will	take	place	during	Q3/4	of	2019. 

4.  Vessel Behaviour Monitoring at Sea
•		 STF	is	working	alongside	the	Royal	Thai	Government	(RTG)	to	build	a	monitoring	system	that	will	help	make	the	RTG	self-

sufficient by the end of 2020.

•		 In	2018,	effort	has	focused	on:

•		 monitoring	tuna	arrivals	by	vessel	under	the	Port	State	Measures	Agreement	(PSMA)

•		 monitoring	Thai	Flagged	vessels	fishing	overseas

•		 strengthening	Port	In	Port	Out	(PIPO)	operations.

•		 Vessels	breaking	the	rules	have	been	properly	investigated	by	the	RTG	and	prosecuted	including	major	fines	and	black-listing	
of ex Thai-flagged vessels.

•		 All	vessels	delivering	tuna	to	Thailand	in	2018	have	had	comprehensive	risk	assessments	that	are	used	by	the	RTG	to	
determine if a vessel should be granted entry or turned away.

•		 STF	Members	have	been	engaged	in	a	first	of	its	kind	process	where	vessel	owners	authorize	the	release	of	vessel	tracking	
data for external validation.

•		 In	2019/20	exciting	new	work	streams	will	include	research	into	developing	forced	labour	indicators	based	on	fisheries	data.

•  STF fact-finding trip to Myanmar
•		 STF	commissioned	a	fact	finder	in	November.

•		 Objective	of	fact	finder:	To	help	identify	gaps	and	issues	in	existing	practices	that	could	pose	
risks of forced labour and human trafficking.

•		 Fact	finder	team	consisted	of	STF	Manufacturer	Members,	Fair	Hiring	Initiative	(FHI)	and	Verité.

•		 Worker	interviews	and	key	informant	interviews	conducted.

•		 Findings	from	trip	identified	themes	and	potential	areas	for	risk	assessment.

•		 Potential	risk	areas	/	themes	included:

•		 multiple	agent	fees

•		 over-charging	by	passport	brokers

•		 unregulated	broker	fees

•		 lack	of	contracts	and	written	guidelines.

•		 A	Solutions	Workshop	with	STF	Members	to	progress	and	agree	options	to	mitigate	risk	is	
scheduled for Q1 - 2019.

Responsible RecruitmentVessel Oversight



4. sPeeD reaD - rePort at a gLance (cont.)

• 2-Day Responsible Recruitment Workshop
•	 A	2-day	workshop	before	the	Membership	Meeting	in	November	was	

organized and designed to enhance members’ ability to address emerging 
ethical requirements of governments and leading global retailers.

• The Employers’ Pay Principle will be adopted by the STF over a five-year 
time frame.

• Immediate focus for STF is to provide support to the Thai Manufacturers 
directly employing foreign workers.

• Government engagement is a key priority to advancing work in this area 
and is therefore factored into the STF Government Advocacy work stream.

• The ultimate aim for the Responsible Recruitment work stream is to 
provide a white list of recruitment agencies that STF Members can use 
with confidence. This programme will be market-driven meaning that 
business will need to drive the requirement for certified agencies for it to 
be successful.

• STF Government Asks have been fully reviewed and are 
being formalized in 2019.

• They will all clearly support the mission and objectives of 
the STF and will be inextricably linked with the work and 
objectives of the STF sub-groups.

• The Task Force will continue to build on its collaborative 
dialogue with the RTG to develop mutually agreed upon 
public policies.

• The STF Board fully reviewed ILO Work in Fishing 
Convention C188 during 2018. In November, an official 
private letter addressed to the Prime Minister of the Royal 
Thai Government was sent strongly encouraging the 
Government to comprehensively review the Convention 
and, where practical, reference and align new regulations 
and legislation with these Convention articles. The RTG has 
since publicly confirmed its plans to ratify C188.

• Mutual Recognition of land-based schemes 
identified by our members will reduce audit 
duplication leading to significant time and 
cost saving for the Membership.

• The STF is developing a Mutual Recognition 
Programme to ensure confidence in social 
compliance at land-based sites. (Fishmeal 
plant, feed mill, hatchery, farm and processor 
level.)

• During 2018, STF has participated in the GSSI SSCI Joint Initiative to 
develop recommendations for a further benchmarking tool for social 
compliance schemes specific to the seafood sector. By supporting 
and strengthen the SSCI’s work, the Task Force intends mutual 
recognition to be driven by this widely recognized initiative.

• A Data Management 
Programme is key to 
STF strategy. The Board 
and Secretariat are 
reviewing costed options 
and will agree on a 
stepwise implementation 
plan to introduce data 
management in Q2 of 
2019.

• Environmental Sustainability was discussed 
at both fishery and farm level during the 
Membership Meeting in November.

• Whilst the STF is engaged in broader 
application of social compliance throughout 
the entire supply chain with sampling - 
environmental sustainability - if performed 
using similar sampling methodology, has the 
potential be coupled with social compliance 
for a more cost-effective and complete 
oversight model. This subject will be given 
further attention in 2019.

Responsible Recruitment (cont.)

Mutual Recognition Data Management Environmental Sustainability

Government Advocacy





Country
Jan - Dec 2012 Jan - Jul 2018

Q(tonnes) V(US.$) Q(tonnes) V(US.$)

Indonesia 72,574 645 72,405 685

India 65,127 566 123,754 1,135

Ecuador 73,533 510 42,403 300

Thailand 132,921 1,173 24,648 273

Vietnam 40,741 445 25,424 282

China 35,438 228 23,745 166

Mexico 10,149 101 8,052 100

Malaysia 19,818 145 92 1

Peru 8,363 61 6,380 54

Honduras 8,978 41 5,735 34

Guyana 8,978 41 5,735 34

Others 21,326 252 14,449 146

Total 497,921 4,677 351,520 3,206

5. marKet conteXt

seaFooD suPPLy chains are comPLeX,
Long anD in many cases - oPaQue
Across Asia, there are challenges in tackling overfishing, Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated fishing (IUU)  
and violation of human and labour rights.

The fundamental goal of the Seafood Task Force
(STF) is to drive seafood supply chain oversight 
for its members, thereby assuring traceability and
improved social and environmental performance.

Originally, its work in Thailand was a surgical
effort to accomplish specific tasks. However, the
growth and momentum of the STF and the
essential role it has played in Thailand’s seafood
sector has fostered a burden of responsibility on
members to execute a reform of the seafood
sector at a regional scale.

The effort and resources required to generate the models
to institutionalize norms in Thailand was somewhat
underestimated - particularly given current trading
conditions - and having conducted much of the initial
development work, the STF is still finalizing these models
in Thailand and expanding them to assist in support of
initial engagement and penetration across Asia - most
notably Vietnam and India.

This will take time, further resources and a relentless drive
from the Membership to actively participate and to adopt
the tools that have been developed for integration into
their supply chains.

A more defined membership model for
the STF is required to help support and
formalize	this	integration	process:

•	 This enhanced membership model will 

help establish ways to reward good 

actors

•	 It will provide clarity for commercial 

members and NGO involvement as the 

STF moves into 2019

•	 Membership fee levels are also 

being reviewed in an effort to make 

membership more accessible to smaller 

companies and other segments of the 

supply chain where a presence will 

further help with leverage.

Many Thai fishmeal companies are now selling their product to other countries
that are buying in bulk with no traceability paperwork requirements. And many
Thai feed companies are importing Vietnamese fishmeal to adhere to
Thailand’s requirements of traceable fishmeal.

A Government election in the early part of 2019 is expected to create further
market uncertainty.

These factors demonstrate the importance of creating a level playing field
across Asia and the urgent need for the STF to operationalize its models as
soon as possible alongside expanding them to assist initial engagement and
penetration across Asia - most notably Vietnam and India.

Source:	Thai	Frozen	Foods	Association

USA	IMPORT	
SHRIMP 

FROM ALL 
COUNTRIES	

PROPORTION 
%	2012

USA	IMPORT	
SHRIMP FROM 

ALL	COUNTRIES	
PROPORTION	%	
JAN	-	JUL	2018

Indonesia
14% Indonesia
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India
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India
37%
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Ecuador
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Thailand
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8%China
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2%
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2%

Honduras
2%

Honduras
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2%

Others
4%

This urgency to integrate STF tools is reinforced by the current trading 
conditions facing our Thai Manufacturer Members today.

In	2014,	Thailand	exported	133,000	Metric	Tonnes	of	shrimp	to	the	USA	but	
in the first 6 months of 2018 this number was just 25,000 Metric Tonnes.

The market for shrimp has shifted to other countries in Asia - most notably 
India - and Thai manufacturers are struggling to compete on price.

Our Feed Member Companies have less bargaining power with the fish 
meal companies than in 2014 and they are being asked to pay a premium 
for traceability paperwork.





High Level Topics included;

•	 Self-Assessment Models - Feed Supply 

Chain Traceability and Vessel Oversight 

(Roll-out plan.)

•	 Tuna Vessel Oversight Model

•	 Responsible Recruitment

•	 Environmental Sustainability

•	 Country Expansion

•	 Reporting, KPIs and Accountability.

A two-day Responsible Recruitment
Workshop was held prior to the main
meeting, free to all members. Facilitated
by Marie Apostol Harvey from the Fair
Hire Initiative, the workshop saw over
fifty delegates in attendance including
many Thai companies and their human
resources representatives.

A two-day extended board meeting took place during the
weekend prior to the official meeting covering;

•	 foundational planning

•	 big issue resolution

•	 action plans for the next 12 months.

A sub-set of the board met with the Thai CSO Coalition led
by Oxfam on Monday 5th November to continue
discussions with them regarding effective collaboration in
the Thai Seafood Sector.

Guests during the plenary sessions included the Director
General from the Royal Thai Government’s Department of
Fisheries – Dr Adisorn Promthep and the eminent
statistician - Professor David Streiner who presented an
independent view on sampling protocols to help STF’s
development of its vessel oversight models.

novemBer’s memBershiP meeting FocuseD
on Driving Progress across Key Priorities 
anD integration oF suB-grouP worK 
streams

6. novemBer memBershiP meeting Programme summary



7.1 new memBershiP moDeL

A new membership model is being created by the Board and the
Secretariat to help membership clearly understand STF expectations.

This model is approximately 75% complete and was presented as 
work-in-progress to the Membership during the November Meeting.

It will define Membership Status and Membership Requirements.

•	 Clear accountability for the different types of members will be defined.

•	 A reward structure is being considered where buyers will be encouraged to support 

good actors.

The 5-year Vision for our Model

•	 Full traceability back to vessel for all members.

•	 Defined data points to be shared with the STF Secretariat who will administer the data.

•	 The STF Code of Conduct will be implemented throughout all member supply chains.

•	 Recruitment	practices	will	need	to	meet	ethical/legal	guidelines.

•	 Good environmental practice is incorporated within STF structure.

•	 Commercial members will belong to a membership tier of which there are currently four 

proposed levels - Entry, Improver, Achiever, Leader.

•	 Levels will be based on progress being made and will be reported via member self 

assessment. The Secretariat will conduct random checks for verification annually.

Proposed scope of requirement from the Membership
•	 All	shrimp/tuna	landed	in	Thailand.
•	 Own	brand/Private	label	only.
•	 It will be at the buyers’ discretion to define in-scope segments.
•	 Traceability - back to vessel for each step in the seafood supply chain.
•	 Social compliance verification throughout the supply chain.

Ultimate	Goals

•	 The ultimate goal is to provide white lists of good actors in the supply 

chain who are socially compliant and that STF Commercial Members 

can choose to buy from.

•	 The STF will help to share cost with industry to ensure maximum 

coverage of vessel oversight assessments - full details and 

implications of which are being considered.

•	 Criteria for worker recruitment (not fully developed at this point) will be 

linked with social compliance work.

•	 Environmental components in scope will be farm, factory and vessel 

levels.

What Good Looks Like

1. Members understand exactly what is expected.

2. Members make progress and demonstrate continual improvement.

3. The Model leads to reduced costs and a significant reduction in audit 

duplication.

Next Steps for Model Development

1. Retailer members to map their supply chains.

2. External Stakeholder group (ESA) Co-Chairs will examine and 

restructure ESA member roles.

3. All members must be committed to STF and its goals with no mission 

drift.

4. The Secretariat will build a list of key data points for the supply chain.

5. Criteria are required for accrediting auditors.

6. All requirements will be translated into clear KPIs and these will be 

developed working closely with the Independent Verification Sub- 

Group and the Logic Frame Reporting structure being developed.

7. STF Vessel Oversight Self-Assessment models & validation need to be 

rolled out.





Supply Chain #1:  
Tuna from vessels fishing in Western & Central Pacific
•	 In this supply chain, the tuna for human consumption is 

canned	for	export	to	US,	EU	and	the	Middle	East	and	
the tuna offcuts are used as a marine ingredient to make 
fishmeal.

•	 Following independent review, the Task Force has formally 
agreed to mutually recognize the traceability equivalency 
assessments of the Marine Stewardship Council and the 
ISSF for Supply Chain #1.

Supply Chain #2: 
By-catch from vessels fishing in Thai Waters
•	 In this supply chain, by-catch (the small fish that cannot 

be sold for human consumption) is used as a marine 
ingredient to produce fishmeal. This supply chain was the 
subject of the original Guardian article in 2014.

For Supply Chain #2, the STF has established full traceability 
from vessel to Feed mill for its original members and is 
currently working with its newer Members to secure the same. 
It is also working on completing traceability oversight of the 
Farm to Plant component where significant progress has been 
made in 2018.

7.2 traceaBiLity

Supply Chain #1:  
Tuna from vessels fishing in Western & Central Pacific

Supply Chain #2:  
By-catch from vessels fishing in Thai Waters - Farm to Plant Component 

Supply Chain #2:  
By-catch from vessels fishing in Thai Waters - Vessel to Feedmill Component
 

Traceability for the STF means having the oversight to track and trace product from vessel to plate.

In 2018, STF traceability work has been focused on 2 key supply chains;



7.2 traceaBiLity

Approach and Methodology – Step by Step

The Seafood Task Force has developed mandatory feed lot 

numbers for all bags of feed that will connect shrimp raw material 

to feed lots which are traced back to fishing vessels.

No other country has achieved this milestone in shrimp. Feed 

manufacturers have aligned on a Feed Information Form (FIF) that 

is provided to farmers by all feed manufacturers in the Seafood 

Task Force and required for farmer completion to sell shrimp to 

Seafood	Task	Force	processor/packer	members.

STF Code of Conduct awareness activity and training with farm 

operators, farmers and brokers has taken place throughout 

2017/8	to	build	capacity.

STF Farmer Training Programme - Farm

Operators and Farmers

•	 In March 2018, the STF completed a Feed 

Lot Traceability Baseline assessment for all 

Members	through	UL.

•	 Each Feed Company Member in the STF 

was required to cascade expectations 

through the Farmer Training Programme 

designed by the Farm to plant Sub- Group.

To ensure efficiencies, this

training programme was split

into	geographical	regions	covering:

•	 East

•	 Central

•	 South

•	 Lower South

Supply Chain #2 Farm to Plant Component

Driving traceability oversight of product from the Farm to Plant component is a huge task because there are over 10,000 farms all around Thailand.



7.2 traceaBiLity

STF Broker Briefings

During Q4 of 2017 and 2018, all Plant Members 

held meetings with their respective brokers to 

present the expectations of the Task Force. It 

was explained that business with STF Members 

would require the completion of the Feed 

Information Form.

Engagement Programme to Drive Additional

Leverage

Conversations were initiated with the remaining

feed companies in Thailand including Thai Lux,

Poca, Gold Coin and Krung Thai to encourage

them to join the STF as well.

Driving the Feed Information Form Process (FIF)

A communications campaign was created by STF

Members in Thailand.

This	campaign	was	designed	to:

•	 explain the importance of traceability

•	 introduce the STF and its Code of Conduct in a 

simplified fashion

•	 explain the new requirements and expectations of 

the FIF form.

An awareness campaign ran through 2018 that

included:

1. full-page advertorials - 80,000 Member Harvest 

Booklets printed with FIF and STF Code of 

Conduct.

2. Articles in key magazines to target our audience

3. Video Infographic 

https://youtu.be/FEbhIhTe0Pk

Supply Chain #2 Farm to Plant Component (cont.)



7.2 traceaBiLity

Examples of communication pieces designed by STF to create awareness of the

STF Code of Conduct and to communicate requirements of the STF FIF form



7.2 traceaBiLity

Training

In	March,	The	STF	commissioned	Verité	to	run	dedicated	STF	

Code of Conduct training for Processors, Feedmill Staff, Shrimp 

Suppliers, Shrimp Farm Associations and the Thai Department of 

Fisheries.

Results

By	February	50%	FIF	Forms	were	being	successfully	completed	

by Members’ suppliers and by the end of 2018 the target for 

completion	of	FIF	is	set	for	95%.The	STF	has	been	working	

closely with the Royal Thai Government and there are plans for its 

adoption by the Royal Thai Government.

•	 17	processors	and	feed	mills	involved	representing	c80%	of	

shrimp	Thai	exports	and	c80%	of	Feed	market	share.

•	 There is now widespread mobilization of the programme with 

more than 600 trainers in the field representing over 1,400 

training man hours in the field.

Electronic traceability for the future

A modular electronic traceability system has been developed

through support from WWF, Republic Systems and members.

The	aim	of	this	software	development	is:

•	 to allow manufacturers to deploy systems further upstream 

in the supply chains

•	 eliminate user fees

•	 demonstrate differentiation from non-STF members

•	 digitally capture STF paper requirements for feed and 

shrimp lots

•	 collaborate with IT infrastructure of the Thai DoF

•	 facilitate a more methodical approach to digital traceability

•	 without increased cost demands.

The digital capture of STF traceability documentation has

commenced with pilots with major manufacturers and through

support from the Thai government.

Supply Chain #2 Farm to Plant Component (cont.)





Background

In June 2014, a story broke describing Asian slave 

labour	producing	shrimp	for	retailers	in	the	US	and	EU.	

This is why the Task Force was established.

These retailers required urgent oversight of their 

fishmeal for feed supply chain all the way back to the 

vessel. Today, oversight requirements remain the key 

reason that the Task Force exists.

Following this news story, original members took

immediate	action	and	audited	100%	of	their	vessels.	

This cost them thousands of dollars.

However, there are over 10,500 vessels fishing in Thai

waters and rolling out a conventional audit programme 

for the STF with this number of vessels and costs 

involved is simply not realistic.

An alternative approach is required

The Task Force has developed an alternative 

approach to achieve oversight focused 

on capacity building, self assessment and 

continuous improvement.

This approach and a respective model was 

originally presented to the Membership in 

May 2018 for feedback. In November, a more 

developed version of the model was presented 

alongside the Secretariat’s plan to make it fully 

operational.

A dedicated working group reviewed this plan 

and the series of steps required to make it 

happen.

7.3.1  FishmeaL For FeeD suPPLy chain -
 thai FLaggeD vesseLs Fishing in thai waters

7.3 vesseL oversight



A bespoke model for a unique situation

The STF Vessel Oversight Model incorporates a combination of

Capacity	Building	with	2nd	/	3rd	Party	Assessments.

7.3 vesseL oversight

stF sociaL oversight moDeL - vesseLs
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7.3.1  fiShmeal for feed Supply chain -
 thai flagged veSSelS in thai waterS (cont.)





7.3 vesseL oversight

7.3.1  fiShmeal for feed Supply chain -
 thai flagged veSSelS in  
 thai waterS (cont.)

The STF Secretariat team is working with the Feed Members closest to 

the vessels in the supply chain and Membership funds will help financially 

support the Manufacturer Members in their quest to ensure that the

vessels in their supply chains are socially compliant.

Where vessels do not initially meet required standards, the Membership

will help work with the vessels over a set time frame to help bring them up

to the standards required.

Corrective Action Planning is incorporated into the model.

Based	on	the	Pareto	Principle	(80/20	Rule),	the	model	will	focus	efforts	on

the vessels that supply the most to the STF.

Data storage, aggregation and analysis will be fully managed by the

Secretariat allowing the STF to make data driven decisions and provide

the Government with continuous feedback for continuous improvement.

Next Steps for Implementation

•	 The Secretariat is building resource in readiness for the 

additional work required and the STF has contracted 

eminent independent statistician Dr David Streiner 

to help with determining sample sizes for 3rd Party 

assessment required to yield reliable results.

•	 An initial sample of vessels will be gathered to establish 

a baseline.

•	 2nd Party assessments with 3rd party validation will 

take place through May – August 2019.

•	 Targeted training will take place from Aug – Dec 

2019 alongside the development of a Performance 

Improvement Plan for the Supply Chain.

•	 Supply	Chain	owners	provide	vessel	list.	 

(80/20	rule)	using	an	STF	developed	template

•		 STF	conduct	30	vessel	audits	to	establish	

baseline.

1 establish Baseline

•	 Using	baseline	findings,	STF	will	develop	 

training series.

•		 STF	will	work	with	various	SME’s	to	develop	and	

execute targeted trainings (EHS, recruitment, 

Code of Conduct, etc.)

2 Develop & execute training plan 
(capacity Building)

•	 Supply	Chain	owners	will	develop	a	

Performance Improvement Plan for  

their supply chain

•		 STF	provides	ongoing	support

3 implement Performance  
improvement Plan

Step By Step model: ExTraCT From VESSEl oVErSighT modEl WiTh ouTlinE TimingS
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7.3 vesseL oversight

Background

Each year, over 400 International flagged vessels - primarily large

refrigerated carrier vessels - make bulk deliveries of fish products to

Thai ports. Most of this is tuna.

These vessels typically receive catch from a dozen catcher vessels,

mainly purse seiners fishing in the Western and Central Pacific Ocean.

The tuna goes into canning for export to Europe, the Middle East and

North America.

The factory offcuts, not fit for human consumption, are then used as a

protein ingredient to make shrimp feed.

Tuna Supply Chain Traceability  

and Mutual Recognition

The Task Force has mutually recognized Marine Stewardship Council

Custody Certification and the work of ISSF’s Vessel Register for

Traceability of this tuna.

Tuna Supply Chain Vessel Oversight Programme

for Social Compliance is underway

The Task Force is now in the process of building

a Vessel Oversight Programme for suppliers in

the Tuna supply chain.

The programme will be launched through

training and outreach scheduled in Kaohsiung,

Taiwan during Q1 2019.

Further outreach meetings will be scheduled in

China,	Korea	and	US	in	Q2	and	beyond.

The Secretariat will work with the Tuna Oversight

Sub-Group in Q1 2019 to communicate with the

Taiwanese associations and government.

Vessel Self-Assessments will take place during

Q3 and Q4 2019.

7.3.2 tuna suPPLy chain





7.3 vesseL oversight

The STF has continued to support the Royal Thai Government (RTG)

in 2018 with the provision of full-time specialist fisheries enforcement

professionals to help with capacity building.

The intention is to help the RTG build a system that is fully  

self-sufficient by the end of 2020.

Based in the new Fisheries Monitoring Centre in Bangkok, our most

recent	work	has	focused	on:	

•	 monitoring tuna arrivals by vessel under the Port State Measures 

Agreement (PSMA)

•	 monitoring Thai flagged vessels operating overseas

•	 strengthening	Port	In	/	Port	Out	operations	(PIPO).

Vessels breaking the rules have been properly investigated by the RTG

and prosecuted including major fines and the black listing of several

ex-Thai-flagged vessels.

Effective implementation of the Port State Measures Agreement has

been further supported thanks to funding from Mars Petcare.........

Whilst capacity building has made the government better at

inspection and investigation, the other work-streams have provided

robust analysis for every single foreign-flagged vessel from outside the

region delivering seafood product (mainly tuna) to Thailand.

This means that all ships delivering tuna to Thailand have had comprehensive risk

assessments that are used by the RTG to determine if a vessel should be granted

entry or turned away. Some STF members are also receiving the results of this

analysis and the inspection, providing concrete verification that the tuna they are

buying is legal. The goal over the next two years is to provide tools to government

and STF members that make this analysis easier and more transparent so that the

government is able to do this work independently.

STF members have been engaged in a first of its kind process whereby vessel

owners authorize the release of vessel tracking data for external validation. The

STF members then receive analysis on the compliance of the vessels with Thai

regulations so that they can work with vessel owners on any issues and provide

positive assurance to their buyers about the catch of the vessels. This helps use

market pressure to change Thailand’s domestic fisheries to a culture of compliance

where honest fishermen are rewarded for their efforts. At the same time, the STF’s

support for capacity building at the DOF is helping to level the playing field for all

actors and protect the resource so that there can be long term sustainability.

The	key	benefits	of	the	Vessel	Behaviour	Monitoring	work-stream	are	as	follows:

1. STF members are able to buy and sell seafood from Thailand that can be 

shown to be free of illegally-caught fish.

2. Task Force members can show greater transparency and accountability than 

any other seafood industry members in Thailand.

3. STF members are helping raise the bar for all operators in Thailand, increasing 

the likelihood that illegal operators are caught and properly investigated. This 

approach is helping to create a culture of compliance in the Thai seafood sector 

that will ensure the long-term economic and environmental sustainability of the 

sector with a level playing field for all operators.

7.3.3  vesseL Behaviour monitoring at sea





Today, retailers are being pressed to deal with the issues of modern day slavery which are often

overwhelming and deeply complex. The Task Force is developing unique, practical applications that will help

to drive practical and ethical solutions.

Because of its importance, the Task Force boosted the time spent on this topic with three main components;

1. Fact Finding exercise prior to the Membership Meeting. Investigative work in Myanmar and Thailand 

conducted	by	Thai	Manufacturer	Members	of	the	Task	Force,	the	Fair	Hiring	Initiative	(FHI)	and	Verité.

2.  Responsible Recruitment Workshop in advance of the Main Meeting

3.  Dedicated working Group (High Level Topic) for the Membership to spend additional time planning the 

route forward for STF.

resPonsiBLe recruitment is a criticaL toPic
For the tasK Force with a DeDicateD suB-
grouP Driving its worK PLan (suB-grouP #9)

7.4 resPonsiBLe recruitment



The STF Board funded a Myanmar fact finder in

advance of the Membership Meeting to help identify 

gaps and issues in existing practices posing risks of 

forced labour and trafficking.

The	Fair	Hiring	Initiative	(FHI)	and	Verité	joined	

Thai Manufacturer Members on this trip for the 

Membership to gain first-hand experience of 

the current situation. Worker interviews and key 

informant interviews were conducted.

Whilst these were not formal audits, the information 

gathered served as highly valuable context for the 

Responsible Recruitment Workshop and the main 

Membership Meeting.

Interviews	were	held	with:

•	 Recruitment agencies in Myanmar and Thailand

•	 Deployed workers interviewed at their workplace

•	 Select NGOs and International Representatives.

Headline Findings

Findings from the trip identified a number of themes

that will be used to inform the work plan for  

sub-group #9.

Themes	/	Potential	Areas	for	Risk	Assessment	include:

•	 Multiple agent fees charged to workers that could 

potentially lead to debt bondage and deception about 

the nature of the work being recruited

•	 Over-charging and reliance on passport brokers

•	 Unregulated	broker	fees

•	 Lack of contracts and written guidelines for processes 

and fees.

Next steps

Further	assessments	by	FHI	and	Verité	are	due

to take place in Myanmar during the latter part

November and December.

Following this, a Solutions Workshop with STF Members 

will take place in Q1-2019 to discuss and agree how STF 

Members move forward and identify options to eliminate 

risk with selected NGOs and other key stakeholders.

7.4.1. Fact FinDing eXercise Prior   
 to the memBershiP meeting

7.4 resPonsiBLe recruitment



The STF hosted a free two-day workshop for all members on Thursday 1st and

Friday 2nd November before the start of the Membership Meeting.

Facilitated by the FHI, it was designed to enhance members’ ability to address

emerging ethical requirements of;

•	 Governments

•	 Influential retail companies that require ethical recruitment as a standard for

•	 doing business.

The process of recruiting migrant workers - particularly from Myanmar to

Thailand is deeply complex and requires active involvement from various

stakeholders to ensure that ethical recruitment standards are met including;

•	 Recruitment Agencies (sending and receiving countries)

•	 Brokers

•	 Government bodies (sending and receiving countries)

•	 NGOs

•	 Businesses

•	 Trade organizations

•	 Workers

to ensure that ethical recruitment standards are met.

Some of the issues are systemic and cultural and require major changes to

recruitment practices for the STF to make progress.

Overall the workshop was helpful as part of a stepwise process for Members to

understand ethical recruitment and to start putting in place practical processes

that will protect and manage risk.

This work sits with STF’s Sub-Group #9 and implementation will require;

•	 high commitment and on-going support from the membership at large

•	 continuous training and significant investment (both time and financial).

Key Headlines and Summary Points from the Workshop

•	 Training was centered around recruitment practices and certification 

standard requirements for recruitment agencies of migrant workers with 

particular focus on Myanmar -Thailand corridor.

•	 Session One covered the context of Ethical Recruitment - helping 

members understand forced labour and human trafficking definitions in 

the context of ethical recruitment.

•	 Session Two described the drivers of ethical recruitment - different 

stakeholders have different demands and interest and each one plays a 

role.

Key	drivers	sited	were:

•	 Legal

•	 Brand reputation

•	 Business requirements. 

•	 Session Three covered ethical recruitment principles and standards 

and the 10 core principles of Fair Hiring Initiative’s On-The-Level Ethical 

Recruitment Certification. These core principles provided detailed 

requirements	for	the	agencies/employers	to	attain	certification.

•	 Session Four provided an overview of the risk assessment approach to 

meeting ethical recruitment standards. It also provided an overview of the 

overall recruitment process.

•	 Session Five detailed various operational controls for ethical recruitment 

(preventive vs. contingent controls). There are various levels of 

certification depending on the agency compliance level (0-4).

•	 FHI’s On-The-Level Certification aims to provide a white list of 

recruitment agencies that STF Members can use with confidence. The 

programme is market-driven, meaning that business needs to drive the 

need to have certified agencies. Otherwise, voluntary implementation will 

prove highly challenging.

7.4.2. resPonsiBLe recruitment worKshoP

7.4 resPonsiBLe recruitment



Given the deep complexity of recruitment practices in Thailand, a realistic time frame and a

step-by-step improvement plan is required.

In the High Level Topic Working Group and Sub-Group #9 planning sessions three key

decisions were made;

1. The Employers’ Pay Principle will be adopted over a five-year time frame, with immediate 

focus on observing legal limits on recruitment fees in Thailand and sending countries.

2. Immediate focus for the STF is to provide support to the Thai manufacturers directly 

employing foreign workers, with a broader stepwise goal to expand to Thai fishing vessels 

and distant water tuna vessels.

3. Government engagement is a key priority and parallel process that needs to start now. 

This will be put centre stage for Government Advocacy and STF’s List of Asks.

7.4.3. DeDicateD worKing grouP  
 anD suB grouP action PLans

7.4 resPonsiBLe recruitment



5.4.3  vesseL Behaviour monitoring at sea7.5 government aDvocacy

Following feedback from the Membership, the STF strategy for 

Government Advocacy was reviewed in November.

Moving	forward,	the	list	of	asks	will:

•	 Be more formalized

•	 Clearly support the mission and objectives of the Task Force

•	 Be inextricably linked to the work and objectives of the  

sub-groups.

The currently published Government Asks are being reviewed to 

determine relevance.

Each Sub-Group Head has been asked to provide a list based on their 

current work with explanation as to why the ask is important to the 

success of the sub-group objectives.

The STF will continue to build a collaborative dialogue with the Royal 

Thai Government and develop mutually agreed upon public policy.

STF Position - ILO Work in Fishing Convention C188

Prior to the Meeting, the Board fully reviewed C188 and the situation 

regarding ratification by the Royal Thai Government (RTG). This review 

included research, member feedback and extraordinary Board Meetings.

•	 The STF believes that C188 is an important tool in providing basic 

protection for fishers, and it has served to inform the Seafood Task 

Force during the development of its Code of Conduct and Vessel 

Auditable Standards.

•	 The STF believes that a pragmatic alignment of government policy 

with the principles contained in C188 can significantly reduce risks of 

exploitation at sea and support improved working and living conditions 

on fishing vessels.

•	 To this end, the STF has written an official private letter addressed to 

the Prime Minister of the Royal Thai Government strongly encouraging 

the Government to comprehensively review this Convention and 

wherever practical, reference and align new regulations and legislation 

with these Convention articles.

a FocuseD aPProach 





In	combination	with	the	UL	benchmark	study	that	was	

conducted in 2017, the STF is now in the process of 

gathering member information to develop a matrixed 

and phased approach for implementation.

Consolidation of member information will take place in 

Q1-2019 and a final recommendation will be put to the 

STF Board in Q2-2019.

As part of driving mutual recognition, the STF has also participated in the public

consultation of the Consumer Goods Forum’s SSCI Benchmarking Criteria for

social compliance schemes for processors with a view to ensuring that schemes

benchmarked by the SSCI will meet the STF’s criteria.

We have also participated in the GSSI-SSCI Joint inititiative to develop

recommendations for a further benchmarking tool for social compliance schemes

specific to the seafood sector. By supporting and strengthening the SSCI’s work, the

STF intends mutual recognition to be driven by this widely recognized initiative.

whiLst there are no sociaL assessments at the 
vesseL LeveL oF the suPPLy chain, there are a 
numBer oF sociaL comPLiance schemes aLreaDy 
in eXistence useD amongst LanD-BaseD actors 
at FishmeaL PLant, FeeD miLL, hatchery, Farm anD 
Processor LeveL

5.4.3  vesseL Behaviour monitoring at sea7.6 mutuaL recognition For LanD-BaseD sociaL comPLiance

Mutual Recognition of these land-based schemes by STF members will reduce audit duplication leading to 
significant time and cost savings for the Membership.
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Data Knowledge Action

Data gathering, analysis and reporting are all key
components allowing the STF to make data driven
decisions. These decisions will lead to continuous
improvement in the seafood supply chain.

The Board and the Secretariat is currently reviewing options  

for a data management programme.

Foundational discussions took place during November’s Board

Meeting covering;

•	 Scope of data sharing expectations and guidelines for data sharing

•	 Models STF can use as a reference point

•	 Controls needed to ensure that data is held confidential  

within the Secretariat

•	 NDA requirements with member organizations

•	 Levels of data access sharing amongst the STF Members

•	 Cost-effective solutions and systems available in the market place.

These discussion points and follow-up actions will sit as part of

the Membership Model Development Action Plan that follows the

November Meeting.

7.7 Data management



The	reduction	in	IUU	that	is	desired	by	the	STF	

is a core factor and policy reform to;

•	 address illegality

•	 structure fisheries compliance.

in a more direct and interventional manner.

Developing the core systems to track fishing 

vessels through the Vessel Behaviour Monitoring 

sub-group will enable more effective policy 

enforcement and set the stage for improvements 

beyond	IUU	elimination	such	to	improve	overall	

fisheries management.

The STF’s vessel sampling protocol in 

development has fostered greater attention to 

the ability to use sampling rather than blanket 

audit approaches to supply chain oversight. 

Environmental sustainability was discussed at 

both the fishery and farm-level in this context.

Whilst the STF is engaged in broader application of social compliance 

throughout the entire supply chain with sampling, environmental 

sustainability - if performed with the same sampling protocol - it could 

be coupled with the social compliance to have a more cost-efficient and 

complete oversight model.

Key aquaculture aspects discussed in November were the elimination of

encroachment into natural or intact habitat much the same as current

deforestation commitments by major buyers in other commodities, the

conservation of land, water, energy and wild fish used to produce shrimp, 

but also the applicable management protocols that increase efficiency 

and shrimp output at farms. Other issues included ocean plastics, fossil 

fuels and carbon sequestration as well as ghost gear and the acceleration 

of current, related STF activities.

There were clear signals that a greater number of commercial members 

could benefit from a more streamlined and non-conventional approach to 

social and environmental supply chain management. 

7.8 environmentaL sustainaBiLity



8. thai government aDDress

In his address, Dr Adisorn described the significant 

improvements that have taken place since 2015 and 

that have been duly recognized by the STF.

Previous fishing laws allowed for unregulated and 

uncontrolled vessel registrations, where anyone could 

buy a vessel and fish openly. However, since 2016, a 

new framework has been created and developed that 

establishes control on catch limits and fleets.

Legal frameworks have been introduced for Traceability 

and Import Control including oversight on all vessels 

30 Tonnes and above.

There is still work to do on the smaller vessels and 

currently there are over 600 vessels that are not able to 

fish because of the lack of fishers.

In 2019, systems will be improved further including the 

strengthening of Traceability and Import Control.

Social efforts are being ramped up via the Port in 

Port Out Programme (PIPO)

PIPO	improvements	will	be	applied	to:

•	 Fishing gear

•	 Labour contracts

•	 New systems to inspect vessels

•	 Risk Assessment

•	 Vessel inspections.

The DG spent time describing the status with the 

introduction of ILO Work in Fishing Convention 

No.188. He explained that the Thai Government 

commitment is clear and that C188 will be ratified.

The current intention is for ratification to take 

place before the next election due in the early part 

of 2019.

The formal announcement of this ratification

has since been published by the Royal Thai

Government.

Dr. aDisorn PromtheP - Director generaL 
oF Fisheries (Dg) joineD the stF BoarD 
For a Lunchtime meeting FoLLoweD By a 
short aDDress to the memBershiP During 
the novemBer meeting





9. country eXPansion

Despite all efforts by our Thai Manufacturer 

Members to follow Task Force requirements, other 

countries	are	now	supplying	shrimp	to	the	US	and	

the	EU	without	having	to	meet	the	same	rigorous	

criteria.

Country expansion is therefore important to create 

a fair and level playing field. That’s why we have 

already taken first steps to move into Vietnam.

First Steps in Vietnam
In August, members of the Secretariat met with 

the Vietnamese Government, the Vietnamese 

Association of Seafood Exporters (VASEP) and 

forward-thinking Vietnamese suppliers keen to 

exploit and introduce Task Force models.

This meeting was coordinated by Task Force NGO 

Members – IDH Sustainable Trade Initiative and the 

World Wildlife Fund (WWF). The objective was to 

introduce the Task Force and explain the benefits of 

engagement.

In November, the STF had Vietnamese 

representation at the Membership Meeting and 

delegates attended a High Level Topic Session to 

create the action plan for Q1 and Q2-2019.

Setting the Scene
Key next steps for Vietnam include;

•	 Defining the value proposition for the STF to help bring on new Vietnamese 

Members

•	 Establishing	a	formal	Memorandum	of	Understanding	with	the	Vietnamese	

Government

•	 Creating a new and dedicated sub-group in the STF for Vietnam and agreeing on 

the leadership of this sub-group.

Supply Chain Engagement
The STF will apply the approach taken when it started its work in Thailand -  getting 

boots on the ground. 

This means a visit to Vietnam is scheduled for March 2019 for retailers, processors and 

feed companies and their suppliers to start mapping their supply chains using the tools 

that have been developed in Thailand.

Defining the Governance Structure
Establishing appropriate Governance as we move to other countries is important.

The Secretariat will work with the Board and the Vietnamese sub-group to agree on a 

structure that meets the needs of all parties in 2019.

India
India will require a separate work plan and one that will start to be formulated in 2019. 

Initial in-roads will include an engagement plan targeting Indian companies during 

Boston and Brussels Seafood Expo’s. The STF will invite forward thinking companies to 

join future STF Membership Meetings as a first step.

since 2014, the stF has witnesseD 
signiFicant marKet shiFts. it has seen the 
FishmeaL marKet move to vietnam anD 
shrimP sourcing move to inDia



10. Pathway aheaD

there continues to Be 
imPortant Progress 
arounD some very 
comPLeX issues. 
there are some great 
oPPortunities aheaD 
But aLso some Big 
hurDLes in organizing 
anD oPerationaLizing 
the various Pieces anD 
moving Parts



Aquaculture Stewardship Council - ASC

Bureau Veritas

Ethical Trade Initiative - ETI

Fishwise

Global Aquaculture Alliance - GAA

Intertek

IFFO

IFFO RS

IDH - The Sustainable Trade Initiative

International Justice Mission

International Seafood Sustainability Foundation - ISSF

Marine Stewardship Council

Ocean Mind

Republic Systems

Sustainable Fish Partnership - SFP

SGS

UL

Verite

World Wildlife Fund

Safeway/Albertson’s

Seafresh Group

The J.M. Smuckers

Sodexo

Southeast Asian Packaging and Canning Co. Ltd

Starkist

Sunnyvale Seafoods

Sysco Corporation

Target

Thai Royal Frozen Food Co. Ltd

Thai	Union	Group	PCL

Tri Marine Group

Walmart

WM Morrison Supermarkets, PLC

Ahold Dehaize N.V

ALDI Inc.

Andaman Seafood

Asian Seafoods Coldstorage PCL

Beaver Street Foods Inc

Bumble Bee Seafoods

Cargill

Charoen Pokphand Foods PCL

Costco Wholesale

Export Packers Company Ltd

F.C.F. Fishery Co, Ltd

Grobest Global Service, Inc

Inteqc Feed Co, LTD

Lyons Seafoods Ltd

Marine Gold Products Ltd

MARS Petcare

Mazzetta Co

Nestle Purina Pet Care

Rubicon Resources

11. current memBershiP List (as at DecemBer 2018)

commerciaL memBers ngo anD aDvisory

www.seafoodtaskforce.global


